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Two indicators of the long-term change in emphasis ofIAC s business are the steady rise in passenger 
traffic as opposed to freight, and the steady increase in average journey-distance per passenger. 
The recent flattening-off in each case arises from a shortage of Viscount capacity 

suitable for a 40-seater aircraft. Only after Partition in 1947 did 
the Calcutta local services really get under way, and still today the 
need to overfly East Pakistan provides the economic basis for most 
of the Calcutta services. The most important routes are Calcutta-
Gauhati and Calcutta -Agartala. Up in the hills beyond these 
points the traffic falls away, but the ruggedness of this terrain 
establishes the need to operate by air over stages which must be the 
world's shortest; examples are Agartala - Khowai, 27 miles; Khowai -
Kamalpur, 12 miles; and Kamalpur-Kailashahar, 19 miles. 

Another important Calcutta service is that running north to the 
very foothills of the Himalayas at Bagdogra, the nearest airfield 
for Darjeeling. On this route the main classes of traffic are tourists 
going to view Mount Everest at dawn from the top of nearby Tiger 
Hill, or people connected with the tea plantations which have made 
Darjeeling a household name throughout the world. These routes 
from Calcutta to North Bengal and Assam not only carry substantial 
volumes of passenger traffic, but also provide IAC with a large 
amount of freight business. Merchandise and machinery moves out 
from Calcutta, to be replaced on the inward journey by tea and 
other commodities described in the quaint language of the airline 
industry as "produce of the soil." 

In addition to the main local services from Calcutta, IAC have 
also put the F.27s on the short-haul international services from 
Calcutta to Dacca and Chittagong in East Pakistan. Because of 
higher fares and freedom from fuel tax, these international services 
are unique among the Calcutta operations in that they show a profit. 
The final route from Calcutta connects the Indian mainland with 
Port Blair in the remote Andaman Islands. This route was opened 
after the Indian Government voted a subsidy to cover inevitable 
losses. 

The second most important centre for local services is Bombay, 
the main service here being that to Bangalore. This rapidly growing 
industrial centre (the location of such large enterprises as Hindustan 
Aircraft Ltd) is responsible for a heavy volume of traffic on its own 
account, and is also an important transit point for traffic moving 
between Bombay and Madras. Of the local feeder services, the one 
best known to foreign visitors is that to Aurangabad (the base for 
visiting the magnificent rock temples of Ajanta and Ellora). How
ever, most of Bombay's local traffic moves on the workaday north
ward routes to Gujerat. 

Delhi's local services divide into three neat sections. The most 
important of these is the twice daily service that hops from Delhi 
via Patna to Calcutta; an F.27 service via Agra and Benares, and a 
DC-3 service via Lucknow and Allahabad. An increasing proportion 
of traffic on this route consists of foreign visitors, many on a round-
world tour, who are indulging in a lightning tour of India. A 
majority of these foreign visitors wish to spend a single day and 
night at Benares (riverside scenes of seething humanity) and at 
Agra (the Taj), Lucknow and Allahabad are of relatively little 
interest to the impatient tourist, and the service routed via these two 
points is provided mainly for the benefit of officialdom. 

The remaining point on this route, Patna, serves primarily as a 
junction for passengers travelling to Nepal. The Patna - Katmandu 
link is so timed as to coincide with services coming from both 
Calcutta and Delhi. Thus at about noon every day, three aircraft 
converge on Patna. Passengers and mail and baggage are then dis
gorged in front of the premises of the Bihar flying club, the verandah 

of which serves as a combined immigration hall, Customs shed, 
baggage section and waiting room. A couple of traffic officers some
how manage to create order out of chaos and at about 12.30 the 
three aircraft take off for their respective destinations, their pas
sengers wondering nervously but needlessly about the fate of their 
baggage. 

The second group of local Delhi services are those serving 
Punjab and Kashmir. The most important of these follows the 
route Delhi - Amritsar - Pathankot - Jammu - Srinagar, the last 
sector narrowly clearing the spectacular 8,000ft knife-edge of the 
Banihal Pass which separates the brassy plains of the Punjab from 
the fertile greenery of the Vale of Kashmir. The Jammu - Srinagar 
sector, despite a regularity record which suffers from the tricky 
weather conditions on the Pass, is one of IAC's most profitable 
as loads are high and fares above average. During the summer, 
when the tourist season moves under way, the stopping DC-3 service 
is supplemented by a nonstop Viscount service direct from Delhi 
to Srinagar. 

The third group of local Delhi services are the most recently 
introduced and are those linking the capital with Rajasthan in the 
south-west. For a number of years IAC has operated to the rose-
red city of Jaipur. Last year, having obtained a measure of subsidy 
from the State government, this daily service was extended to 
Jodhpur and Udaipur, and on to the cotton city of Ahmedabad. 

Much smaller than the local networks of Calcutta, Bombay and 
Delhi is the group of services based on Madras. The main service 
in terms of traffic is that between Madras and Bangalore. However, 
the most interesting is the south circular route from Madras to 
Trivandram via Bangalore, Coimbatore and Cochin, and then back 
to Madras via Madurai and Tiruchirapalli. This service is operated 
twice daily, one service clockwise, the other anti-clockwise. As with 
so many of IAC's local services, this route produces insufficient 
traffic to be economic. However, this operation is specially necessary 
if Madras is to retain quick contact with such important and grow
ing ports as Cochin. The service also plays a useful role as the 
primary means of delivering mail and newspapers to the extremities 
of South India. 

These local services such as that linking Madras and Trivandrum 
are fully justified on the grounds of public need for a modern com
munications system. In this land where surface travel invariably 
involves long and tedious journeying, a network of local air services 
is an invaluable element in the national economy and is well worth 
paying for. Whether, however, it is prudent to finance the inevitable 
losses on local services out of trunk profits is another matter. 
Although most airlines abroad are faced with this problem, very 
few face it in such an acute form as IAC, whose local services swallow 
up almost half the airline's total expenditure. Superficially this 
might seem a sensible arrangement—soaking the rich to pay the 
poor. But in practice the effect is very different, for IAC needs to 
make artificially high profits on trunk services if the airline is to 
remain solvent, and this prevents the experimentation with promo
tional fares which is the only way of tapping the Indian mass market. 
By reaching into that huge unexploited market which consists of 
those people who pay for their own fares, Indian Airlines could be 
transformed into one of the world's leading airlines. Even more 
important, it would realize the possibility, latent in air transport, 
of speeding India's progress towards becoming one nation. 


